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retention of the function of both
duplicates such that possible early
pleiotropic effects were buffered
against, and second a change in
expression of the two paralogues
such that one became specifically
expressed in scales.
Now, hardcore evolutionary
biologists can be hard to please, and
one commonly heard interjection is that
domesticated animals will only poorly
mirror ‘real’ evolution in the wild. While
Darwin used domestication as an
analogy to describe how natural
evolutionary change might occur,
there are many obvious differences:
domesticated species live in protected
environments, the population sizes and
structures of domesticated and wild
animals differ strongly, and the
selective pressures applied by highly
choosy breeders are very different and
generally much higher. But for
understanding how morphological
change is being generated on the
molecular level, these differences are
perhaps less relevant, as the
developmental starting material is
the same, whether a fish evolves in the
wild or in a breeding pond. So, for
identifying genes that lead to
morphological change in evolution,
domesticated animals may still be
a viable testing ground — apart from
the interest in domestication itself. And
indeed, in some instances, similar
morphological changes in wild and
domesticated animals seem to involve
the same genes, such as the MC1R
locus controlling pigmentation, even
though the exact type of mutation may
vary [20]. Sure enough, the mirror carp,
far from being a mere domestication
oddity, will have something to
contribute to the study of natural
evolution as well. Scale loss or
reduction is presumed to have
occurred independently many
times during fish evolution [4]. It
will be illuminating to see if,
genetically, these mirror the changes
seen in the carp.
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and Conceptual
Recordings from single cells in human medial temporal cortex confirm that
sensory processing forms explicit neural representations of the objects and
concepts needed for a causal model of the world.Peter Fo¨ldia´k
The nature of the relationship
between brain activity and mental
representations is a fundamental
question in neuroscience, with
relevance to disciplines ranging from
philosophy to cognitive science.
While the answer in general is distant,
recording the activity of single neuronsin the sensory system has proved
remarkably informative about the
more specific question of how the
nervous system encodes individual
stimuli and stimulus features into
patterns of neural activity [1,2]. A
recent series of fascinating single-cell
recording experiments from human
medial temporal cortex (MTL) [3–6]
has revealed neurons that are highlyselective to individual people, objects
or narrow categories, and invariant
to changes irrelevant to object
identity. MTL is at the top of the
sensory processing hierarchy,
offering an unprecedented insight
into the end result of sensory
processing.
The latest paper in this series,
published recently inCurrentBiology [6],
demonstrates that many of the
recorded neurons respond not only
to images of one specific item, for
example ‘‘Saddam Hussein’’, but also
to the written and spoken name of the
same item. The auditory and visual
selectivities are precisely aligned,
so that the auditory, visual textual
descriptions and visual images
Dispatch
R905activating a given neuron correspond
to the same real-world objects. These
results show that single neurons can
explicitly represent narrow, high-level,
natural stimulus categories, displaying
many of the properties required for
a conceptual, semantic representation
necessary for a causal model of the
environment. It is the generalisations
and predictions made possible by
a model consisting of elements that
represent the underlying causes of the
sensory signals that give evolutionary
benefits to animals having a large
cortex.
These results renew the debate
about an idea often dismissed as
laughably simplistic, the hypothesis
of a neuron so highly selective that it
would respond only to one particular
person, the example often being
one’s grandmother [7–9]. In such
a discussion, it is important to
distinguish three related but distinct
concepts: selectivity, sparseness and
explicitness.
Even neurons in low-level visual
cortex respond highly selectively to
a combination of specific ranges of
low-level stimulus parameters, such as
retinal position and local orientation,
and are mostly silent during natural
stimulation [10]. While these responses
are modulated by contextual effects,
they are still largely unaffected by most
parameters needed to describe the
whole stimulus. Selectivity is
developed hierarchically by neurons in
each higher sensory area, combining
correlated lower features. Each higher
area also increases its tolerance to the
stimulus properties not related to the
external causes of the signals [11–15].
Given convergent connections, such
invariances, including multi-model
ones in MTL, can be learned by
Hebbian plasticity.
While selectivity is the property of
a neuron, sparseness is defined across
a population of neurons. In its simplest
form, density is the fraction of neurons
that are active in a population for
a certain stimulus. Codewords with low
density are sparse [16,17]. Just as
different neurons can have different
levels of selectivity, not all stimuli need
to be encoded with the same
sparseness (Figure 1). Sparseness can
be maximised by assigning high
probability items to sparser codewords
and lower probability ones to more
distributed patterns.
Selectivity and sparseness, however,
are only related to each other by theirCells
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Figure 1. A binary code showing the distinction between sparseness and selectivity.
‘Sparseness’ or ‘code density’ is a property of the encoding of stimuli across a population
(rows), whereas ‘selectivity’or ‘breadth of tuning’ is a property of neurons (columns). Sparsity
(examples in red): local, one active neuron per item; sparse, few active neurons per item;
dense, many active neurons per item, density shown on right margin. Selectivity (examples
in blue): broad, many effective stimuli per neuron; narrow, few effective stimuli per neuron;
‘grandmother-like’, only one stimulus per neuron (breadth of tuning shown at bottom). Note
that sparsity and selectivity measures only have to be equal on average (0.24 in this example).average values. For binary codes, the
density (active neurons/total neurons)
averaged across stimuli has to equal
the breadth of tuning (effective stimuli/
total stimuli) averaged across neurons
(Figure 1). The same code, however,
can contain a range of selectivity and
sparseness values for different cells
and stimuli. Codes that are, on average,
sparse or even densely distributedmay
contain cells with ‘grandmother
cell’-like selectivity for high-frequency
objects. Unfortunately, in arguments
about neural coding the individual
and average selectivities are rarely
distinguished. Sparseness and
selectivity are also often used
interchangeably, leading to incorrect
conclusions. Grandmother cell
selectivity does not imply local coding
in the population, so arguments against
local codes do not rule out
grandmother cells. While both
hypotheses are strictly unfalsifiable
due to a lack of our ability to test an
infinite number of stimuli and to
observe all neural activity
simultaneously, some of the cells
reported [3–6] are remarkably
consistent with the ‘grandmother cell’
level of selectivity.
A third aspect of a neural code
distinct from both sparsity andselectivity is explicitness. While both of
the former refer to properties of the
code itself, explicitness is a semantic
property, an interpretation of the code
describing the relationship between
the codewords and items in the world.
A neural code is ‘explicit’ if the neurons
in it, individually, or in small groups,
describe meaningful categories or
aspects of the stimulus. Explicitness is
very fortunate for cortical
neurophysiologists as having access to
only one or a few of the billions of
neurons’ signals would presumably
have been useless otherwise. You can
imagine an explicit code by attaching
imaginary labels to each neuron with
relatively short descriptions. The labels
(such as ‘‘monkey-like face in
right-profile’’) would apply whenever
that neuron fired, largely independently
of what other neurons are doing.
While the degree of explicitness in
the neural code is a subject of debate, it
is certainly much higher than in many
imaginable alternative coding schemes
such as in one used in telephone lines.
Here, attaching a label to a wire would
not help us make sense of specific
messages. Another alternative would
be to have random patterns of activity
across a whole neural population
assigned to items. In such an extremely
Membrane Biogenesis: Networking at
the ER with Atlastin
The peripheral endoplasmic reticulum forms a dynamic network of
interconnected membrane tubules. Although some determinants of
this striking architecture are known, the mechanism underlying fusion of
individual tubules has remained elusive. Two studies now identify atlastin
proteins as key mediators of homotypic fusion of endoplasmic reticulum
membranes.
Hesso Farhan and Hans-Peter Hauri*
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is
composed of three distinct but
continuous membrane regions: the
nuclear envelope, the peripheral
reticular ER and the peripheral ER
sheets [1–3]. The nuclear envelope is
stabilized by the interaction of inner
nuclear membrane proteins with
chromatin and the nuclear lamina.
The peripheral reticular ER owes its
appearance to three-way junctions
between ER tubules. It has always
puzzled cell biologists how this
complex and highly dynamic network is
generated and maintained. Originally,
motor proteins and the cytoskeleton
were thought to be the major
determinants for the reticular shape
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R906non-explicit code, changing any of the
code elements may completely change
the meaning of the message. For
a neuron to decode a representation,
it would be required to connect to
millions of other neurons, an
anatomically impossible task. Having
at least the degree of explicitness to
allow decoding some useful aspects of
a situation by looking at a relatively
small subset of neurons is therefore
essential. A code could therefore be
defined as explicit if a meaningful
aspect of the encoded item can be
decoded by considering only a small
subset of the code elements (Table 1.)
While a binary neuron always divides
the world into ‘active’ and ‘inactive’
classes, these classes are only sensible
in terms of generalisation in the case of
explicit codes. In highly explicit codes,
the observation of even a single neuron
can tell us whether the stimulus
belongs to a useful category or not. It
also simplifies making associations
and generalisations with that category.
While explicitness in terms of ‘feature
detectors’ at lower levels of the visual
processing hierarchy have been known
previously, the main theoretical
significance of the new MTL results [6]
is that explicit neurons exist at the
highest levels of representation, an
idea many theoreticians may have
dismissed earlier. Carefully
distinguishing the issues of
sparseness, selectivity and
explicitness of individual stimuli and
cells, we will find no contradiction
between the high level of selectivity
Table 1. Illustration of explicit and non-explicit
codes.
A sparse and explicit code:
Moves Round Large Sour Green Sharp
Frog 1 0 0 0 1 0
Train 1 0 1 0 0 0
Tree 0 0 1 0 1 0
A sparse and non-explicit code:
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
Frog 1 0 0 0 0 1
Train 1 0 1 0 0 0
Tree 1 0 0 0 1 0
Six binary feature detector units form a sparse
and highly explicit code (top). The code is sparse
because items are coded by relatively few (2/6)
units, and it is explicit as each unit distinguishes
a useful feature of the encoded items. The table at
the bottom shows a code obtained by randomly
shuffling the columns for each item. The code is
therefore still sparse, but the features no longer
divide the objects into sensible categories.and invariance expected of a
hypothetical ‘grandmother cell’ while
avoiding having to claim that these
neurons are the only ones in the brain
that respond to these specific
categories. In fact, the question of
explicitness can only be answered with
respect to well-defined categories [18].
With a set of overlapping, partially
hierarchical set of categories, the
neural code may best be analysed with
Formal Concept Analysis [19]. This
method may replace the ‘grandmother
cell’ question with a detailed insight
into the internal structure of the
neural code and its connection
to items in the world.
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